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About This Content

Meet the new Villager: Stevie!

She is a nature ranger and loves the outdoors. She is not a big fan of creepy crawlers and is convinced that eating vegetables is
hurting the veggies. On a diet made up from only fruit (because fruit can't feel a thing) she makes YOU her deputy. Helping her
with all different types of chores, like decorating her tent and making sure Victoria doesn't eat all the flower bulbs, a whole new

adventure starts on Castaway Paradise! This sassy and somewhat strange Platypus has a strong opinion on the other villagers.
Here are some quotes from the lady herself:

"I applied for a job as puppy walker. Somehow I end up on this bug-infested island."

"The real challenge is being a plant! Plants don't eat anything! It's basically: get eaten or get eaten!"

"I become part of the animal kingdom. I grunt, I hunt. I join the Eternal Competition... RAAR! Survival of the fittest!
Eat of get eaten!"

"I turn trash into pretty trinkets, and let Samir sell them for me. It's a nice side business. -- Being a Nature ranger is my
passion, but even I have bills to pay!"

"I saw Viktoria stealing glances at the flower bulbs in Samir's store! AGAIN! That pig is always looking for a chance to
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eat some flower bulbs!"

"The only time you see a sea alligator is right before they eat you. Obviously, you haven't been eaten."

"Did you know Amelia's not allowed in Harold's museum anymore? She used to treat it like a candy store!"
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